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For three-dimensional metals, Landau levels disperse as a function of the magnetic field and the momen-
tum wavenumber parallel to the field. In this two-dimensional parameter space, it is shown that two conically-
dispersing Landau levels can touch at a diabolical point – a Landau-Dirac point. The conditions giving rise
to Landau-Dirac points are shown to be magnetic breakdown (field-induced quantum tunneling) and certain
crystallographic spacetime symmetry. Both conditions are realizable in topological nodal-line metals, as we
exemplify with CaP3. A Landau-Dirac point reveals itself in anomalous “batman”-like peaks in the magnetore-sistance, as well as in the onset of optical absorption linearly evolving to zero frequency as a function of the field
magnitude/orientation.
For a real Hamiltonian, energy-level surfaces over a two-
dimensional parameter space can locally form a double cone
(diabolo) with an energy-degenerate vertex known as a dia-
bolical point [1–4]. The first physical application of the dia-
bolical point was by W. R. Hamilton in his 1832 prediction of
conical refraction [5, 6]. Since then, the diabolical point has
re-emerged in diverse phenomena in singular optics [7], nu-
clear [8–11] and quantum [12] physics. Its most recent revival
is as Dirac-Weyl points [13] in the crystal-momentum space of
topological semimetals [14–18] and insulators [19–22].
This work presents a heretofore undiscovered type of dia-
bolical point in a textbook solid-state phenomenon: the quan-
tized energy spectrum of three-dimensional metals subject to
a homogeneous magnetic field. A fundamental feature of the
magnetic energy spectrum is its quantization into Landau lev-
els [23], which are naturally parametrized by the field (퐵) and
the momentum wavenumber (푘푧) parallel to the field. In thistwo-dimensional parameter space, Fig. 1(b) illustrates how
two Landau-level surfaces can touch at a diabolic point, which
in the magnetic context will be referred to as a Landau-Dirac
point. Parallel transport around an equienergy contour of the
Landau-Dirac cone gives a 휋 Berry phase [24] which is topo-
logically quantized.
Landau-Dirac points do not exist for the free electron gas,
nor do they exist for conventional metals with parabolic en-
ergy bands. To appreciate this, consider that the Landau levels
(in both cases) are determined by the Onsager-Lifshitz-Roth
quantization rule [25–27]: ℏ∕푒퐵=(2휋푛 + 훾)∕푆(퐸, 푘푧), whichis universally valid for weak fields. 푆(퐸, 푘푧) is the 풌-area en-closed by the orbit, 0≤푛∈ℤ is the Landau-level index, and 훾
is a subleading-in-퐵 correction inclusive of the Maslov [28]
and Berry phases [27, 29], and a dynamical phase originating
from the generalized Zeeman interaction [27, 30]. Henceforth,
we set ℏ=푒=1 so that 퐵-1 equals the square of the magnetic
length. Generally for an electron-like (resp. hole-like) pocket,
푆(퐸, 푘푧) is a single-valued function of 푘푧 and an increasing(resp. decreasing) function of energy 퐸, e.g., 푆=휋(2푚퐸−푘2푧)for a free-electron gas with mass 푚. These conditions on
푆(퐸, 푘푧) ensure that equienergy solutions of the quantization
FIG. 1. Magnetic energy levels for a free-electron gas (a), and for
topological nodal-line metals (b-c). Left of each panel: equienergy
contours of energy-level surfaces in (퐵-1, 푘푧)-space, with distinctsheets distinguished by color; right: corresponding density of states,
regularized by a finite lifetime.
rule lie on open, non-intersecting contours in (퐵-1, 푘푧)-space,as illustrated for the free-electron gas in Fig. 1(a). It follows
that the closed equienergy contours of the diabolo [cf. Fig.
1(b)] cannot derive from a single electron-like or hole-like
pocket.
However, if multiple pockets are linked by field-driven
quantum tunneling (known as magnetic breakdown [31–
35]), we will show that tunneling-induced level repulsion
can convert open contours to closed contours of a diabolo.
The stability of the Landau-Dirac point relies on a cer-
tain crystallographic spacetime symmetry that is preserved
in the presence of the field. For example, the composi-
tion 푇 픠2푦 of time reversal and two-fold rotation (about afield-orthogonal axis) maps (퐵-1, 푘푧)→(퐵-1, 푘푧), ensuring thatLandau-Dirac points are movable over (퐵-1, 푘푧)-space, but ir-removable unless annihilated in pairs – as analogous to the
Dirac points of graphene [15]. Either of spatial inversion 픦
[(푥, 푦, 푧)→(−푥,−푦,−푧)] or reflection 픯푧 [(푥, 푦, 푧)→(푥, 푦,−푧)]maps (퐵-1, 푘푧)→(퐵-1,−푘푧), and therefore crossings betweenLandau levels of opposite 픦 (or 픯푧) representations are pertur-batively robust on high-symmetry lines. All three symmetries,
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2as well as the condition of magnetic breakdown, are realiz-
able in topological nodal-line metals [36–41] – as we will first
demonstrate with a conceptually-simple, minimal model, and
subsequently for the nodal-line metallic candidate CaP3. Wewill show further that a Landau-Dirac point reveals itself in
anomalous “batman”-like peaks in the density of states [cf.
Fig. 1(b)], which leavesan experimental fingerprint in themag-
netoresistance as well as in optical absorption.
Proof of principle. We first present a minimal model of
Landau-Dirac points with both 픯푧 and 푇 픠2푦 symmetries. Atzero field, our effective-mass model describes two parabolic
bands with opposite masses:
퐻(풌) =
[
(푘2푥 + 푘
2
푦)∕2푚 − 휀0
]
휏3 + 푣푧푘푧휏1 + 푣푥푘푥. (1)
휀0 being positive implies that the two bands overlap on theenergy axis, however level repulsion is absent in the 푘푧=0plane owing to 픯푧 symmetry: 휏3퐻(풌)휏3=퐻(푘푥, 푘푦,−푘푧). Itfollows that a zero-energy, nodal-line degeneracy encircles
풌=ퟎ with radius 푘푅=
√
2푚휀0, supposing 푣푥=0. If nonzero,the 푣푥푘푥 term causes the nodal line to disperse with bandwidth
Δ퐸=2푣푥푘푅. Thus for a Fermi energy satisfying |퐸퐹 |<Δ퐸∕2,the Fermi surface comprises electron and hole pockets that in-
terconnect like a linked sausage, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
Close to either interconnection points (with 퐸퐹=0), an ef-fective Hamiltonian is attained by linearizing Eq. (1) around
풌=(0,±푘푅, 0):
퐻± = ±푣푦훿푘푦휏3 + 푣푧푘푧휏1 + 푣푥푘푥, 푣푦 =
√
2휀0∕푚. (2)
whose equienergy contours form a hyperbola depicted in the
inset of Fig. 2(a).
Applying a magnetic field parallel to −푧, the magnetic en-
ergy levels are eigenvalues of the Peierls-Onsager Hamiltonian
퐻(퐾푥, 퐾푦, 푘푧), which is obtained by the standard substitutionof (푘푥, 푘푦) in the zero-field Hamiltonian [cf. Eq. (1)] by non-commuting operators satisfying [퐾푦, 퐾푥]=푖퐵 [42, 43]. If 퐵 ismuch smaller than the 풌-area of both sausage-shaped pockets,
the following semiclassical interpretation holds: the Lorentz
force pushes electrons along semiclassical trajectories indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 2(a). In the vicinity of both connection
points [풌=(0,±푘푅, 0)], inter-pocket tunneling occurs with theLandau-Zener probability [33, 44]:
휌2 = 푒−2휋휇, 휇 = 푆□∕8퐵, 푆□ = 4푣2푧푘
2
푧∕푣푥푣푦, (3)
with 푆□ the rectangular area inscribed by the two hyperbolicarms [cf. inset of Fig. 2(a)]. An analogous type of interband
magnetic breakdownwas first studied by Slutskin [45, 46], and
developed by other authors in the context of Dirac-Weyl met-
als [47–51]. By matching the WKB wave functions [52] at
the tunneling regions (by the Landau-Zener connection for-
mula [49]), we arrive at the following quantization rule for the
magnetic energy levels:
0 = 푄(퐸, 푘푧, 퐵-1) = cos푋 + 휌2 cos 푌 + 휏2 cos푍, (4)
(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 1
2퐵
(
푆1 − 푆3, 푆12 + 푆23, 푆1 + 푆3 + 4휔퐵
)
,
FIG. 2. For theminimal model in Eq. (1) with parameters: 푣푥 = 푣푧 =
푚 = 1 and 휖0 = 10, we plot the zero-energy, Fermi surface within theBrillouin zone in panel (b); a constant-(푘푧=0.4) cross-section of thesame surface is shown in (a). Inset of (a): enlarged view of break-
down region. Landau-Fermi surfaces over (퐵-1, 푘푧) are indicated byblack dots and black lines in (c,d,e), for 퐸=0, 0.01, 0.95 respectively.
Right panels in (d,e) plot the corresponding DOS in arbitrary units.
The diabolo in (d) [(e)] is the energy dispersion of the type-I (resp.,
type-II) Landau-Dirac cone encircled in blue (resp., brown).
with 휏2=1−휌2 the probability that an incoming electron ‘re-
flects’ off the tunneling region with a different velocity.
휔=휇−휇 ln휇+arg[Γ(푖휇)]+휋∕4 is the phase acquired during
this adiabatic reflection, with Γ being the Gamma function;
푆1 (푆3) is the 풌-area of the left (right) sausage-shaped pocket,and 푆12∶=푆1+푆2 (푆23∶=푆2+푆3) is the area of the left (right)circular trajectory linked by tunneling [cf. Fig. 2(a)].
For 푘푧=휇=0, Landau-Zener tunneling occurs with unitprobability, and the solutions to Eq. (4) describe independent
cyclotron orbits over overlapping circles:
cos푋 + cos 푌 = 0 ⇒ 푆12,23(퐸, 0)∕퐵 = 2휋(푛 + 1∕2). (5)
The zero-energy solutions of Eq. (5) are doubly-degenerate
and lie at equidistant points on the vertical axis of Fig. 2(c),
owing to the commensuration of areas: 푆12(0, 푘푧)=푆23(0, 푘푧),which derives from the effective-mass Hamiltonian in Eq. (1).
There is no unique semiclassical trajectory in the interme-
diate tunneling regime with nonzero but finite 휇∝푘2푧. Wefocus on a class of solutions contained in certain hyper-
surfaces in (퐸, 푘푧, 퐵-1)-space (푟-space, in short), defined by
푋(푟)∕휋∈2ℤ and 2ℤ+1. Whether even or odd, cos푋 is ex-
tremized to±1, hence the only solutions to Eq. (4) must satisfy
cos 푌=cos푍=∓cos푋. These being two constraints within
a two-dimensional hypersurface, they can only be satisfied at
isolated points which we denote by {푟}. Such points contained
within the (푋=0) hypersurface are illustrated as black dots in
Fig. 2(c); note the (푋=0) hypersurface is just the 퐸=0 plane
owing to the just-mentioned commensuration condition, and
the black dots lie at the intersections of red lines (defined by
cos 푌=−1) and yellow lines (cos푍=−1).
As we move off a hypersurface in normal (or anti-normal)
3direction, each point solution evolves into an elliptical closed
curve, as illustrated for 퐸=0.01 in Fig. 2(d). To demonstrate
generally that 푟 is a diabolical point, consider that 푟 is an ex-
tremal point for each of {cos푋, cos 푌 , cos푍}. Consequently,
for any solution of the quantization rule that deviates from 푟
by small 훿푟=(훿퐸, 훿푘푧, 훿퐵-1), 0=푄(푟 + 훿푟)−푄(푟) must be sat-isfied, with the right-hand side being quadratic in 훿푟 to the
lowest order. Solving this quadratic equation for the Landau-
level dispersion,
훿퐸 =
(
−푏 ±
√
푏2 − 4푎푐
)
∕2푎, 푎 = 푋2퐸 − 휌
2푌 2퐸 − 휏
2푍2퐸 ,
푏 =
[
2푋퐸(훿푘푧푋푧 + 훿퐵-1푋퐵−1 )
]
− 휌2[푋→푌 ] − 휏2[푋→푍],
푐 =
[
(훿푘푧푋푧 + 훿퐵-1푋퐵-1 )2
]
− 휌2[푋→푌 ] − 휏2[푋→푍].
푋퐸,푧,퐵-1 denotes the partial derivative of 푋 with respect to
(퐸, 푘푧, 퐵-1), as evaluated at 푟; [푋→푌 ] denotes the substitutionof 푋 with 푌 in the square-bracketed expression on the same
line. Since the quantity under the square root is quadratic in
(훿푘푧, 훿퐵-1), the solution in (훿푘푧, 훿퐵-1)-space generically formsa diabolo with vertex at 푟.
The perturbative stability of Landau-Dirac points is guaran-
teed by 푇 픠2푦 symmetry, which constrains the Peierls-OnsagerHamiltonian as 퐻(퐾푥, 퐾푦, 푘푧)∗=퐻(퐾푥,−퐾푦, 푘푧). Given thisanti-unitary constraint, a standard generalization [53] of the
von Neumann-Wigner theorem [1] states that the codimension
of an eigenvalue degeneracy is two, implying degeneracies are
perturbatively stable in a two-dimensional parameter space –
given here by (퐵-1, 푘푧). The Landau-Dirac points at 푘푧=0 aredoubly protected by 픯푧 symmetry, because each such point is acrossing between levels in distinct eigenspaces of 휏3 (the ma-trix representation of 픯푧).
Type-II Landau-Dirac points. While the (푋=0) hypersur-
face is simply the 퐸=0 plane, (푋=휋푗) hypersurfaces are in-
creasingly dispersive for larger |푗|. With sufficient dispersion,
the conical axis tilts so far from the energy axis, that the di-
abolo [centered at (퐸̄, 푘̄푧, 퐵̄-1)] intersects the 퐸=퐸̄ plane onopen lines; such a type-II Landau-Dirac point occurs if and
only if 푎푐<0 on any segment of a circle encircling the diabol-
ical point. A type-II point lying on the 푋=6휋 hypersurface is
illustrated in Fig. 2(e).
An isolated, type-I point is distinguishable from type-II
by the Fermi-level density of states (DOS). The intersection
of a Landau-Dirac diabolo with the Fermi level defines a
Landau-Fermi surface parametrized by a multi-valued func-
tion 퐵-1(푘푧) with two extrema, where the DOS diverges astwo van-Hove singularities. The DOS in the vicinity of a
single van-Hove peak is left-right asymmetric, being pro-
portional to [±(퐵-1−퐵-10 )]-1∕2 on one side but not the other.(Such left-right asymmetry is routinelymeasured in thermody-
namic/galvanomagnetic experiments on analogous solid-state
systems [54–56].) Fig. 1 illustrates that the inverse-square-root
‘tails’ (in a type-I scenario) trail toward each other, resembling
the helm of Batman; conversely, type-II tails trail apart, like
anti-Batman.
Sum-over-histories approach to DOS. The existence of
(anti-)Batman peaks can be confirmed by computing the DOS
from our quantization rule in Eq. (4). We offer an alterna-
tive method of computation that is not only numerically effi-
cient, but also instructively interprets the DOS – as a sum of
probability amplitudes for all possible closed-loop Feynman
trajectories in (푘푥, 푘푦)-space. Such trajectories are naturallydescribed in the language of graphs [49]: the equienergy con-
tours of any band structure correspond to a graph with edges
oriented by the Lorentz force; distinct edges are connected by
two-in-two-out nodes, where interband tunneling or adiabatic
reflection occurs. Fig. 2(a) shows that the graph of our model
has four edges (labelled 훼=1…4) connected by two nodes (in-
dicated by grey circles).
A Feynman trajectory 휆, defined as an ordered set of con-
nected edges and nodes, is traversed with probability ampli-
tude 퐴휆푒푖휙휆 ; 퐴휆∈ℝ is a product of 휏 (one power for eachreflection) and 휌 (one for each tunneling). The phase 휙휆sums contributions from edges and nodes: (a) an electron
traversing an edge 훼∈휆 [given by 푘푥=푘훼푥(푘푦)] acquires a phase
휑훼= ∫ -푘훼푥푑푘푦∕퐵+푔훼+푚훼휋∕2, with the first term being thedynamical phase [25, 26], the second the geometric Berry
phase [27, 29], and the third theMaslov phase [28] from cross-
ing 푚훼 number of turning points. (b) An electron crossing anode acquires either the phase 휔 (−휔) for adiabatic reflection
within the higher-energy (resp. lower-energy) band, or a 휋
phase [49] for tunneling from lower- to higher-energy band,
or a trivial phase for tunneling from higher to lower energy.
For example, the net phase acquired around the sausage loop
(with area 푆1) is 휙1=푆1∕퐵+2휔+휋, with 2휔 associated to twoadiabatic reflections, and 휋 associated to two turning points
indicated by green dots in Fig. 2(a).
The DOS 휈(휀), in units of the extensive Landau-level degen-
eracy , is expressible as a sum of amplitudes for all possible
Feynman loops:
휈=
∑
푘푧
||||∑훼 휕휀휑훼2휋 (1+2Re푃훼훼)||||, 푃훽훼=
∑
휆∈퐿훽훼
퐴휆푒
푖휙휆 . (6)
with Re푃=(푃+푃 ∗)∕2, and 퐿훼훽 defined as the set of all tra-jectories emerging from the start point of edge 훼 and con-
verging to the start point of edge 훽; |휕휀휑훼|, to leading or-der in 퐵-1, equals the time taken for an electron to traverse
edge 훼 following the semiclassical equation of motion. The
above, formally-divergent formula is regularized by replacing
휑훽→휑훽+푖0+ (for all 훽) in 푃 [{휑훽}]. A similar formula forthe DOS was first proposed by Kaganov and Slutskin [46] but
contains a minor error that is clarified in the SupplementalMa-
terial [57].
To evaluate Eq. (6) efficiently, we exploit that 푃훽훼 sat-isfies a set of closed, recursive and linear equations, e.g.,
푃11=휏푒푖휔푒푖휙2푃21+휌푒푖휋푒푖휙3푃31 because all paths in 퐿11 mustreturn to the start point of edge 1, either by reflection from edge
2 or by tunneling from edge 3. Each of {푃훽훼}훼,훽=1…4 satisfiesan analogous equation, giving an inhomogeneous system of
16 linear equations with 16 unknowns, whose unique solution
gives us the DOS via Eq. (6). We plot 휌 in the right panels of
4FIG. 3. For CaP3 without spin-orbit coupling, we plot (a) the Fermisurface, (b) Landau-Fermi surface, and (c) Landau-level dispersion
at 푘푧=0 and field angle 휃퐵=0. Panel (d) shows the dispersion ofa specific Landau-Dirac point at 휃퐵=0◦, 0.15◦, 0.21◦. Inset of (c)schematically illustrates a spin-split Landau-Dirac point.
Fig. 2(d-e), with the correspondence between Batman peaks
and type-I Landau-Fermi surfaces (anti-Batman and type-II)
indicated by red dashed lines in Fig. 2(d) [resp. Fig. 2(e)].
Our sum-over-histories formula for the Batman peak man-
ifests that it cannot be attributed to a unique semiclassical
trajectory in the presence of intermediate tunneling strength.
Consequently, Batman peaks are generally non-periodic in
1∕퐵 unlike conventional peaks in quantum oscillations; the
width of the Batman helm is likewise not attributable to the
area of any 풌-loop in the graph. With multiple Landau-Dirac
points, it is possible that batman and antibatman peaks overlap
on the 퐵-1 axis [as is nearly the case in Fig. 2(d)], rendering
their experimental identification ambiguous; this ambiguity is
reduced by studying the evolution of the DOS as the candidate
Landau-Dirac point is brought to the Fermi level, as will be
explained near Letter-end.
CaP3. Our final case study is the time-reversal-invariant,nodal-line metal CaP3, whose order-two point group is gen-erated by spatial inversion 픦. Lacking fermiological stud-
ies of CaP3, our case study is based on an ab-initio band-structure calculation by Xu et al [58]. Among topological
(semi)metal candidates, CaP3, CaAs3 and SrP3 are unique inhaving a Fermi surface that encloses a single, circular nodal
line, with no co-existing Fermi-surface pockets that are topo-
logically trivial [58, 59]. CaP3’s nodal line is centered at ainversion-invariant wavevector on the BZ boundary, and en-
circles an area ∼1∕50 the areal dimension of the BZ – this al-
lows for an accurate description by an effective-mass Hamilto-
nian퐻(풌)=∑3푖=0 푑푖(풌)휏푖, with 휏0 the identity matrix; the two-by-two matrix structure reflects our (present) ignorance of the
weak spin-orbit interaction.
Since the nodal line originates from an inversion of distinct
representations of 픦, a basis may be found where 픦 constrains
the Hamiltonian as 휏3퐻(풌)휏3=퐻(−풌); the composition oftime reversal and 픦 further constrains 휏3퐻(풌)∗휏3=퐻(풌), whichimplies 푑1=0, so that nodal-line energy degeneracies are per-turbatively stable by standard codimension arguments [1].
Both symmetry constraints imply 푑0 and 푑3 are even functionsof 풌, while 푑2=풂⋅풌+푂(푘3)with 풂 a real three-vector. It is con-venient to perform an SO(3) 풌-rotation so that 푑1=푎푧푘푧 (with
푎푧=5.41eVÅ-1) and 푑0 is independent of 푘푥푘푦, giving
푑0 =−0.074+54푘2푥+5.2푘
2
푦+8.6푘
2
푧−1.8푘푦푘푧+11푘푥푘푧
푑3 =−0.14+78푘2푥+29푘
2
푦+45푘
2
푧−21푘푥푘푦−3.8푘푦푘푧+16푘푥푘푧
with all quadratic coefficients in units of eVÅ-2 and deter-
mined from ab-initio-fitted 풌⋅풑 parameters; the zero in en-
ergy is assumed to be the Fermi level, which we fix by charge
neutrality. The resultant Fermi surface consists of four pock-
ets (two electron-like and two hole-like) which connect in the
푘푧=0 plane, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). [퐻(푘푥, 푘푦, 푘푧=0), 휏3]=0reflects a 푈 (1)×푈 (1) symmetry of the effective-mass model
which is absent in the lattice model. Note 퐻11(푘푥, 푘푦, 0) is aparabolic dispersion with effective mass 푚11=0.12 (in units ofthe free-electron mass); this parabola overlaps (on the energy
axis) with the inverted parabola of퐻22, with 푚22=0.31.Applying a field in the −푧 direction, both 픦 and 푈 (1)×푈 (1)
symmetries are retained and constrain the Peierls-Onsager
Hamiltonian as 휏3퐻(퐾푥, 퐾푦, 푘푧)휏3=퐻(−퐾푥,−퐾푦,−푘푧) and
[휏3,퐻(퐾푥, 퐾푦, 0)]=0, respectively. 퐻11(퐾푥, 퐾푦, 0) equiva-lently describes a quantum harmonic oscillator [23], while
퐻22(퐾푥, 퐾푦, 0) describes an inverted oscillator with a cy-clotron frequency that is smaller by the factor 푚11∕푚22=0.39;both oscillator levels are plotted in Fig. 3(c), with blue (red)
lines indicating ⟨휏푧⟩=1 (⟨휏푧⟩=−1). For either oscillator, the
픦 eigenvalue alternates between adjacent levels [23], as illus-
trated by alternating solid (픦-even) and dashed (픦-odd) lines.
Note that the zeroth level of 퐻11 (bottom-most blue line) is
픦-even, while that of 퐻22 (top-most red line) is 픦-odd, owingto the distinct symmetry representations of basis vectors in the
effective-mass Hamiltonian. Half of the Landau-Dirac points
in Fig. 3(c) are 픦-protected crossings between solid and dashed
lines; the other half are protected by푈 (1)×푈 (1) symmetry but
not by 픦. The corresponding Landau-Fermi surface restricted
to 푘푧=0 comprises a set of points [cf. Fig. 3(b)].For small 푘푧≠0, the four sausage links in Fig. 3(a) discon-nect; electron dynamics in the vicinity of the four disconnected
links is again of the Landau-Zener type, with tunneling proba-
bility exp(-2휋휇). There is no unique, semiclassical trajectory
except at 푘푧=0, where tunneling occurs with unit probability.The previously-determined, point solutions (at 푘푧=0) extendhorizontally to form closed lobes encircling the type-I Landau-
Dirac points at 푘푧=0, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Just as for the pre-vious, minimal model [cf. Fig. 2(c-d)], we see the formation
of closed Landau-Fermi surfaces in the (퐵-1, 푘푧)-region wheretunneling is intermediate in strength.
Though our analysis has assumed a specific field orien-
tation, half the crossings in Fig. 3(c) are perturbatively sta-
ble against tilting of the field, because 픦 symmetry is main-
tained for any field orientation; the other half that relies on
푈 (1)×푈 (1) symmetry will destabilize.
We have thus far neglected spin in the 퐶푎푃3 study. Ac-counting for the intrinsic Zeeman and spin-orbit interactions
5(which maintain 픦 symmetry), each spin-degenerate Landau
level generically splits in energy, converting a single, spin-
degenerate, 픦-protected Landau-Dirac point into four, spin-
nondegenerate, 픦-protected Landau-Dirac points, as illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 3(c). An order-of-magnitude estimate for
this energy splitting is given by the spin-orbit-induced split-
ting of the nodal-line degeneracy (at zero field), which ranges
from 4 to 32 meV [58].
Landau-Dirac points do not generically occur at the Fermi
level. However, by tuning 퐵-1, the two Landau levels (closest
to the Fermi level) can be made to cross; by tuning a second
parameter (e.g., the field orientation), such crossing, if 픦- or
픯푧-protected, can be brought to the Fermi level. Fig. 3(d) illus-trates a Landau-Dirac point being lowered to the Fermi level
by tuning the tilt angle 휃퐵 in the 푥푧 plane. This manifests in theonset of optical absorption linearly evolving to zero frequency
as a function of 휃퐵 – a smoking gun for the Landau-Dirac point.Such an optical transition between Landau levels of distinct 픦
representations is allowed by the dipole selection rule [60]. Si-
multaneously, the separation between a pair of (anti-)batman
peaks in the DOS would linearly evolve to zero, as illustrated
analogously in Fig. 1(b-c).
Outlook. We began by presenting Landau-Dirac points in
(퐵-1, 푘푧)-space as the natural parameter space motivated bygeneral symmetry considerations; on the other hand, Landau-
Dirac points in (퐵-1, 휃퐵)-space are equally compelling fortheir experimental tunability. Topological nodal-line metals,
including CaP3, provide an experimental platform to makeLandau-Dirac points a reality, owing to an interplay of mag-
netic symmetries and breakdown. Future investigations should
determine if a similar Landau-Dirac phenomenology exists for
two other topological nodal-line material candidates, which
host more complicated Fermi surfaces than the present study:
(a) SrAs3, a cousin of CaP3 with a similar crystalline struc-ture and an experimentally-evidenced,[61–63] nodal-line de-
generacy, and (b) the square-net compound ZrSiS, for which
breakdown has been experimentally demonstrated [64]. Other
platforms for Landau-Dirac points plausibly exist, owing to
the diversity of magnetic space groups [65], as well as the
qualitatively-distinct forms of breakdown in varied solid-state
systems [31–35, 45–50, 66]. It is worth remarking that no
symmetry is needed [1] for stable Landau-Dirac points in
a three-dimensional parameter space, e.g., (퐵-1, 휃퐵, 푘푧) or
(퐵-1, 휃퐵, 휃′퐵), with 휃′퐵 an independent tilt angle.
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I. MAGNETIC ENERGY LEVELS OF TWO-POCKET MODEL
For our two-pocket model of a nodal-line metal subject to magnetic breakdown, we offer a more detailed description of the
quantization rule [Eq. (4) in main text] and sum-over-histories formula [Eq. (6) in main text] for the density of states (DOS).
A. Quantization rule
As described in the main text, at fixed wavenumber 푘푧 and fixed energy 휀, the model band structure is mapped onto an orientedgraph composed of two two-in-two-out vertices and four edges (labelled by 훼 = 1…4). The two vertices are physically associated
to focal points of magnetic breakdown. Each edge is oriented according to the Lorentz force under a field in the −푧 direction.
The orientation allows to uniquely define a start and end point for edges – each edge starts at a vertex and ends at a distinct vertex.
We will present a quantization rule for magnetic energy levels that is valid in the regime 푆min∕퐵 ≫ 1, where 푆min as the area ofthe smallest loop in the graph (corresponding to one of two sausages).
Let us define 푈훽훼 as the complex-valued amplitude for an electron to (i) traverse said edge 훼 and accumulate a phase factor
exp(푖휑훼) (to be specified below), and (ii) to subsequently scatter (at a vertex at the end point of 훼) into a possibly-distinct edge
훽 with amplitude 푉훽훼 . Collecting all 16 elements into a 4 × 4 matrix, 푈 can be expressed as the product of 푉 with a diagonalmatrix:
푈 (휀, 푘푧, 퐵) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 휏푒푖휔 −휌 0
휏푒푖휔 0 0 −휌
휌 0 0 휏푒−푖휔
0 휌 휏푒−푖휔 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푒푖휑1 0 0 0
0 푒푖휑2 0 0
0 0 푒푖휑3 0
0 0 0 푒푖휑4
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (1)
Let us first describe the diagonal matrix which encodes process (i). The phase accumulated on each edge 훼 is
휑훼 = −퐵−1 ∫훼 푘
훼
푥푑푘푦 + 푚훼
휋
2
+ 휑푔훼 . (2)
The first term is the leading-order dynamical phase1,2, with 푘푥 = 푘훼푥(푘푦, 푘푧, 휀) defining a 풌-curve corresponding to the edge
훼, and the above line integral is oriented by the Lorentz force. 푘2,3푥 are single-valued functions, however 푘1푥 (and also 푘4푥) is amultivalued function with three branches because edge 1 (resp. edge 4) contains two turning points, where 휕푘훼푥∕휕푘푦 = 0. The
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2subleading correction to 휑훼 sums the Maslov phase3 (휋∕2 times the number of turning points) and the geometric Berry phase
휑푔훼4,5.
Each two-in-two-out vertex is associated to four nonzero amplitudes 푉훽훼 which can be collected into a two-by-two, unitary
‘scattering matrix’6:
(휇) =
(
휏푒푖휔 −휌
휌 휏푒−푖휔
)
(3)
with 휇 = 푣2푧푘2푧∕2푣푥푣푦퐵, 휌 = exp(−휋휇), 휏 =
√
1 − 휌2 and 휔 = 휇 − 휇 ln휇 + arg[Γ(푖휇)] + 휋∕4. |12|2 = exp(−2휋휇) is identified
with the Landau-Zener tunneling probability7. For a pair of edges (훽, 훼) that are not connected by a vertex, we define 푉훽훼 = 0.
The quantization rule determines energy levels by the condition that the four-component wave function (one component for
each edge) is single-valued over the graph. This rule is conveniently expressed as6,8
det[퐼 − 푈 (퐸, 푘푧, 퐵)] = 0, (4)
where 퐼 is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. Inserting our expression for 푈 into Eq. (4) and evaluating the determinant, one obtains the
quantization rule for our two-pocket model, as expressed in Eq. (4) of the main text.
B. Density of states
The density of states (DOS) involves an interference of all possible Feynman loops, even loops that are integer repetitions of
a fundamental loop9. Let us therefore construct a four-by-four matrix 푃 from the geometric series:
푃 =
∞∑
푛=1
푈푛, 푃 = 푈푃 + 푈, (5)
such that 푃훼훽 is a sum of amplitudes for trajectories of all possible lengths indexed by 푛, where the length of a path is the numberof edges traversed. The second equality in Eq. (5) can be viewed element by element as an inhomogeneous system of linear
equations for sixteen variables 푃훼훽 ; 푃 = 푈 (1 − 푈 )−1 is easily calculated once 푈 is determined from Eq. (1).
The 푃 matrix is related to the DOS 휈 as
휈(휀) ≈ 
2휋
|||||
∑
훼
(휕휀휑훼)[2 Re(푃훼훼) + 1]
|||||흋→흋+푖ퟎ+ (6)
with a correction of relative magnitude |푑푆□∕푑퐸|∕|푑푆min∕푑퐸|; we remind the reader that 푆□ is the area of the 풌-rectangleillustrated in the inset of Fig. 2(a) of the main text.  above is the degeneracy of a single Landau level. The right-hand side of
Eq. (6) depends on the energy 휀 through 휑훼 and the scattering matrix. To make the right-hand side of Eq. (6) well-defined as ageneralized function, we replace 휑훼 → 휑훼 + 푖0+ for all 훼, with 0+ a positive infinitesimal.
In comparison with existing literature, it was proposed by Kaganov and Slutskin [in Ref. 8] that the density of states equals
휈(휀)
?
= 
2휋
∑
훼
|||(휕휀휑훼)|||[2 Re(푃훼훼) + 1]흋→흋+푖ퟎ+ ; (7)
|휕휀휑훼|, to leading order in 퐵-1, equals the time 푇훼 taken for an electron to traverse edge 훼 following the semiclassical equationof motion. We observe that Eq. (7) differs from our formula [cf. Eq. (6)] in where the absolute value symbol is placed, which
affects whether certain amplitudes add constructively or subtract destructively.
Postponing a detailed, analytic proof of our formula to a follow-up publication, we offer here a simple numerical demonstration
that the Kaganov-Slutksin formula is incorrect. Figure 1 shows the density of states (normalized by ) as a function of energy
for several Landau levels. Each Landau level corresponds to a delta-function peak that has been broadened into a Lorentzian-like
wave form by a finite lifetime. The specific regularization we choose is휑훼 → 휑훼+푖0.00002휀0푇훼 . Being a regularization of a deltafunction, the integration of the density of states over this Lorentzian should give one (in units of ). We find numerically that
our formula [Eq. (6)] correctly yields 1.0 while the analogous integral for the Kaganov-Slutskin formula [Eq. (7)] significantly
deviates from 1.0.
3FIG. 1. Density of states calculated by Eq. (7) (resp. blue) and Eq. (6) (resp. yellow) at 푘푧 = 2.5 and 1∕퐵 = 3.0. The area under the blue(resp. yellow) line for each peak is annotated beside the peak with blue (resp. yellow) text. The model parameters have been specified in the
main text.
II. ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF CAP3
We derive in Sec. II A the effective-mass model that was used in the main text. Sec. II B provides more details on the calculation
of Landau levels.
Throughout this section, we use Å as the length unit and eV as the energy unit. We also neglect the spin-orbit interaction,
whose energy scale is predicted to be in the range 4 to 30 meV10. This energy scale is comparable to the Landau-level spacing
(presented below) at fields between 5 T and 10 T, therefore our numerical simulations should not be viewed as a quantitative
model of the magnetic energy levels of CaP3; rather, they should be viewed as proof of principle for the existence of Landau-Dirac points in CaP3. (We remind the reader that Landau-Dirac points are perturbatively robust to spatial-inversion-symmetricperturbations – including the spin-orbit interaction.) A quantitative model of magnetized CaP3 must account for the Zeemaninteraction and a realistic spin-orbit interaction – a project we leave to future investigations.
A. Effective-mass model of CaP3
The effective-mass model of CaP3 around the Y point can be found in Ref. [10]. The spinless Hamiltonian is written as
퐻(풌) =
3∑
푖=0
푔푖휎푖
푔0 = 푎0 + 푎1푘2푎 + 푎2푘
2
푏 + 푎3푘
2
푐 ,
푔1 = 0,
푔2 = 훼푘푎 + 훽푘푏 + 훾푘푐 ,
푔3 = 푚0 + 푚1푘2푎 + 푚2푘
2
푏 + 푚3푘
2
푐 ,
푎0 = −0.091, 푎1 = 1.671, 푎2 = 14.372, 푎3 = 2.394,
푚0 = −0.142, 푚1 = 10.438, 푚2 = 19.138, 푚3 = 11.91,
훼 = 1.773, 훽 = 0.001, 훾 = −2.096.
(8)
Here, 휎1,2,3 are Pauli matrices, 휎0 is the two-by-two identity matrix, 푘푎, 푘푏 and 푘푐 are reduced coordinates corresponding to thereciprocal-lattice vector of CaP3. Using Cartesian coordinates, the parameters 푔푖 becomes:
푔0 = −0.091 + 5.348푘2푥 − 2.91푘푥푘푦 + 49.303푘
2
푦 − 1.136푘푥푘푧 − 31.67푘푦푘푧 + 13.83푘
2
푧,
푔2 = 3.172푘푥 − 0.8611푘푦 − 4.297푘푧,
푔3 = 33.40푘2푥 − 18.18푘푥푘푦 − 7.098푘푥푘푧 + 67.6푘
2
푦 − 40.65푘푦푘푧 + 49.83푘
2
푧 − 0.142.
(9)
To simplify the Hamiltonian, we perform a series of transformations:
• We rotate the system such that 푔2(풌) only depends on 푘푧:
(푘푥, 푘푦, 푘푧) = (푘′푥, 푘
′
푦, 푘
′
푧)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
−0.7665 0.2081 −0.6076
0.262 0.9651 0
0.5863 −0.159 −0.7943
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (10)
4FIG. 2. Landau levels in the 푘푧 = 0 plane (field-fixed coordinates) for two field orientations.
• We perform a unitary transformation with 푈 = (1 + 푖휎푧)∕
√
2 such that 휎푥 → −휎푦, 휎푦 → 휎푥.
• We remove the 푘푥푘푦 term in 푔0 by defining(
푘′′푥
푘′′푦
)
=
(
0.4295 0.90305
−0.90306 0.4295
)(
푘′푥
푘′푦
)
, 푘′′푧 = 푘
′
푧. (11)
• We shift the energy 푔0 → 푔0 + 휇0 = 푔0 + 0.01741 such that the hole and electron pockets enclose the same volume at zeroenergy.
After all the above transformations, we obtain
푔0 = 54.68푘′′2푥 + 11.33푘
′′
푥푘
′′
푧 + 5.188푘
′′2
푦 − 1.75푘
′′
푦 푘
′′
푧 + 8.608푘
′′2
푧 − 0.091,
푔1 = 5.409푘′′푧 ,
푔3 = 77.73푘′′2푥 − 20.66푘
′′
푥푘
′′
푦 + 15.74푘
′′
푥푘
′′
푧 + 28.6푘
′′2
푦 − 3.75푘
′′
푦 푘
′′
푧 + 44.49푘
′′2
푧 − 0.142.
(12)
These coefficients of the transformed Hamiltonian 퐻(풌′′) = ∑3푖=0 푔푖휎푖 will be used in the subsequent calculation of Landaulevels. The convenience attained with this coordinate system is that 푔1 vanishes within the (푘′′푧 = 0) plane, so that the two-by-twoHamiltonian is diagonal with diagonal elements 퐻11 and 퐻22; we thus refer to these coordinates as the diagonal coordinate
system, and henceforth drop the primes on 푘푥, 푘푦 and 푘푧.It is convenient to remove the 푘푥푘푦 term in퐻11 by(
푘′푥
푘′푦
)
=
(
−0.9947 0.103
−0.103 −0.9947
)(
푘푥
푘푦
)
, (13)
and the 푘푥푘푦 term in퐻22 by (
푘′′푥
푘′′푦
)
=
(
−0.7 0.7133
−0.7133 −0.7
)(
푘푥
푘푦
)
, (14)
giving finally퐻11 = −0.2156 + 133.485푘′2푥 + 32.7191푘′2푦 ,퐻22 = 0.06841 − 33.56푘′′2푥 − 12.9푘′′2푦 .
B. Landau levels of CaP3
We have performed calculations for various orientations of the magnetic field, relative to a fixed crystallographic axis. For each
orientation, we always adopt a right-handed Euclidean coordinate system such that the magnetic field lies in the −푧 direction;
such a system is uniquely defined up to rotations about the 푧 axis, and will be referred to as field-fixed coordinates. No matter the
field orientation, every 풌 point in the 푘푧 = 0 plane (in field-fixed coordinates) is mapped to itself by spatial-inversion symmetry.
5FIG. 3. For the spinless model of CaP3, we plot the Landau-Fermi surface over (1/B,푘푧)-space in panel (a), and the corresponding density ofstates in panel (b).
Generally, the field-fixed coordinates differ from the diagonal coordinates defined in Sec. II A. When both coordinate systems
coincide, the magnetic energy levels (in the 푘푧 = 0 plane) are obtained from separately diagonalizing the Peierls-Onsager Hamil-tonians 퐻11(푲) and 퐻22(푲). These are obtained from 퐻11(풌) and 퐻22(풌) (defined in the previous subsection) by the standardPeierls substitution: (푘푥, 푘푦) → (푘푥 + 퐵푦, 푘푦), in the Landau electromagnetic gauge 푨 = (퐵푦, 0, 0), with [푦, 푘푦] = 푖. (Notethat the principal coordinate axes for 퐻11(풌) and 퐻22(풌) are distinct, so the above Peierls substitutions are really carried outin different coordinate systems; this subtlety will affect neither the energy levels nor our conclusions about symmetry-protected
crossings.) For either Hamiltonian, the Landau-level wave functions are labelled by 푛 ∈ 0, 1, 2… and wavenumber 푘푥, and havethe analytic form: 휓푛푘푥 = exp(푖푘푥푥)H푛(훼푦), where 훼 is a constant and H푛 is the Hermite polynomial11. The correspondingmagnetic energy levels are presented in Fig. 2(a).
The following symmetry analysis is useful to determine the stability of the Landau-Dirac crossings. The inversion symmetry
acts on eigenstates {휓푛푘푥}푛,푘푥 of 퐻11(푲) as 픦̂휓푛푘푥 (푦) = (−1)푛휓푛;−푘푥 (푦), where (−1)푛 originates from inverting the Hermitefunction. It is convenient to map −푘푥 back to 푘푥 by the magnetic translation:
푡̂(푹) = 푒−푖[풑̂+푨(풓)−푩×풓]⋅푹 (15)
which is also a symmetry of the Peierls-Onsager Hamiltonian12,13. In particular, 푡̂(2푘푥풚̂∕퐵)휓푛−푘푥 (푦) = 휓푛푘푥 (푦), with 풚̂ the unitvector in the 푦 direction. Therefore, we deduce
픦̂푡̂(2푘푥풚̂∕퐵)휓푛푘푥 (푦) = (−1)
푛휓푛푘푥 (푦), (16)
which states that adjacent Landau levels [for 퐻11(푲)] belong to opposite eigenspaces of the operator 픦̂푡̂(2푘푥풚̂∕퐵). Based onthis symmetry analysis, and the analogous analysis for 퐻22(푲), we demonstrated in the main text that half the Landau-Dirac
crossings in Fig. 2(a) are crossings between states in different 픦̂푡̂(2푘푥풚̂∕퐵) representations; the other half are protected by adifferent symmetry which exists only when the field-fixed and diagonal coordinates coincide.
Thus one expects that half the Landau-Dirac crossings in Fig. 2(a) destabilize upon tilting of the field. This is confirmed by
a calculation for which the field is tilted in the 푥 − 푧 plane (diagonal coordinates) by an angle 휃 = 1.15◦ relative to the −푧 axis
(diagonal coordinates); the resultant Landau levels in the 푘푧 = 0 plane (field-fixed coordinates) are shown in Fig. 2(b). For thiscalculation, analytic solutions are not available and thus numerical diagonalization is performed by standard techniques14.
Finally, we show in Fig. 3(a) the Landau-Fermi surfaces of the magnetic energy levels at zero energy (the charge-neutral point);
this plot is an expanded version of Fig. 3(b) in the main text. The type-I Landau-Fermi surfaces result in batman peaks in the
density of states, as illustrated in the right panel.
Observe that the type-I Landau-Fermi surfaces are confined (roughly) to the left half of the plot, where quantum tunneling
is non-negligible. To make this observation precise, we calculate the Landau-Zener parameter 휇(퐵-1, 푘푧) for each of the fourbreakdown regions in the graph of CaP3. 휇 is calculated by linearizing the effective-mass Hamiltonian at each of the foursausage links, then computing 휇 = 푆□∕8퐵 (with 푆□ the area of the 풌-rectangle inscribed by the hyperbolic band contours), justas we did for our two-pocket model in the main text. Accounting for 픦 symmetry, there are two (instead of four) independent
6values of 휇, given by 휇1=5.571 × 104푘2푧∕퐵 and 휇2=6.4 × 104푘2푧∕퐵. 휇1=휇2=1∕휋 defines two curves in (퐵-1, 푘푧)-space colored
red in Fig. 3(a). To the right of both curves, the tunneling probability 푃1,2 = 푒−2휋휇1,2 < 푒−2 is negligible, and the Landau-Fermisurface is determined by four independent cyclotron orbits over the four pockets.
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